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A Word From Your Editor 
Gun cleaning – Is it fun or is it a chore? Just like anything 

else in life, it is what you make it. I actually enjoy cleaning 
guns and think it is fun. It does take time, though. Before 
Junior Shooters magazine occurred, I used to clean my guns 
all the time, usually within a day or two of having shot them. 
Nowadays, it can become a chore as I usually have from five to 
ten different guns to clean depending upon how many juniors 
are practicing, what guns we are testing, and what type of 
shooting we are doing. It is time-consuming. Hmm, I have just 
got to get these juniors over to the house so they can clean 
the guns they are shooting!

I must agree that if you are just plinking, it is not quite as 
important to clean them after each time you go shooting. I 
actually know one shooter that doesn’t believe in cleaning at 
all until they won’t function (except for his carry gun). That is 
not me! 

I have experienced semi-autos jamming and magazines not 
loading a number of times due to dirty firearms. I have even 
had revolver cylinders start to bind slightly. If this happens 
on the range or at a match, I quickly break them down, spray 
them with oil, wipe them off, put them back together, and 
move on. Note: The barrel wasn’t cleaned yet.

Let’s look at cleaning guns a little more critically. Let’s 
assume you are at a match and for the first time you are 
doing really well, so well that you might place in the top two 
or three shooters! All of sudden, your gun starts jamming. It 
is gumming up, and the slide or cylinder is sticking. It cost you 
10 seconds and one miss on the stage you are shooting. After 
the match, you find out it was because you hadn’t cleaned 
your firearm. Take this one step further and imagine such an 
action happening to a police officer or a soldier. Things would 
be a lot worse in these cases as it could mean a life-or-death 
situation.

The moral of the story is: Clean your guns each time after 
shooting. If that is not possible, at least clean them before you 
go shoot in a match or may have to use them in a threatening 
environment. Also, many matches last two, three, or four 
days. It is much better to clean them each evening during a 
match than losing the match because of a dirty firearm.

Safety Notice
During article development, firearm testing, training, and participating in shooting 

activities, Junior Shooters insists that all juniors are supervised by an adult and follow 
NRA-approved safety rules. In addition, the taking of photographs must always be 
accomplished in a safe manner. Any photographs taken in which the camera is in 
front of the firing line, or what would be the firing line, are made using a remote 
camera.

Warning:
Readers:  Be advised that there may be products represented in this magazine as to 
which the sale, possession, or interstate transportation thereof may be restricted, 
prohibited, or subject to special  licensing requirements.  Prospective purchasers 
should consult the local law enforcement authorities in their area.  All of the 
information in this magazine is based on the personal experience of individuals who 
may be using specific tools, products, equipment, and components under particular 
conditions and circumstances, some or all of which may not be reported in the 
particular article and which this magazine has not otherwise verified.  Nothing herein 
is intended to constitute a manual for the use of any product or the carrying out of 
any procedure or process.  This magazine and its officers, authors, consultants, and 
employees accept no responsibility for any liability, injuries, or damages arising out 
of any person’s attempt to rely upon any information contained herein. All shooting 
photos were taken under adult supervision and photos taken from in front of the 
firing line were done via remote camera.

Welcome Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP)

It is with great pleasure that Junior Shooters magazine 
welcomes the Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP) as 
the first shooting organization to make Junior Shooters 
magazine its official publication! This issue, Volume 9 
/ Summer 2011, is the inaugural issue for this event. 
There will be eight pages in each Junior Shooters 
publication dedicated to the SCTP and related topics 
and advertisements. Check it out in this issue from 
pages 24-31. 
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entire family. Incorporating both .22 LR pistols and rifl es, courses of fi re are created with safety as the top priority, 

but feature fun scenarios that meet any shooter’s skill level. Whether you are new to shooting, or have become a 

seasoned pro, Ruger Rimfi re matches will be an entertaining experience for you, your family members and friends. 
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By: Kelly Max (13), Jake Denno (12) and Jessie Privett (14)

Kelly Max (13):
The last weekend in October, I attended the US Army 

Marksmanship Unit (AMU) Junior Shooter’s Camp, sponsored 
by MGM Targets, held at Fort Benning, Georgia. The purpose 
of the camp was to improve my shooting, but I learned more 
than I expected. Plus, I had the best time of my life.

I learned many interesting and beneficial techniques to 
enhance my shooting capabilities. For instance, I generally 
shoot standing up. However, at camp I was taught multiple 
positions and stances. I learned the correct body mechanics 
to shoot properly while prone, kneeling, and standing. I now 
know how to properly situate my body in these positions 
without looking like a twisted pretzel. My favorite, and most 
effective stance, is crouching. I feel in perfect balance and 
control to take aim at my target. A very important training 
tip I received was to move my left hand forward on my pistol, 
enabling me to gain better support and accuracy.

When shooting single-handed, I learned to place my non-
shooting hand in a fist on my chest instead of in my back 
pocket or just dangling loosely. Improper placement of the 
spare arm can cause the gun to move off target. If the non-
shooting arm moves while placing my sights on the target, 
my aim is compromised. Another major pointer I received 
regarding single-handed shooting was to shift all of my weight 
to my front leg so the recoil doesn’t affect my equilibrium. Off-
balance shooting causes a loss of control and effectiveness. 

The instructors taught me critical placement of my hand 
when shooting rifles from a barricade - exactly how and 
where to place my hand to shoot effectively and still keep the 
gun steady. In the reloading class, I learned which direction 
to angle my gun so that the magazine would basically have 
a direct path to the gun. I also learned that keeping my wrist 
as straight as possible gives me better speed when reloading.

Besides learning and honing my marksmanship skills, I had 
a lot of fun. The camaraderie among my fellow shooters was 
refreshing, and the raffle prizes donated by the awesome 
sponsors of this camp were terrific!  Thanks to all the camp for 
the T-shirts gave us, plus the shooting glasses and gear I won. 
I am now a walking billboard for Team GLOCK, MGM Targets, 
and AMU/MGM Junior Shooter’s Camp. I wear my T-shirts 
out in public and constantly get questioned about the camp 
and my participation in the shooting world. The sponsors who 
offered these items deserve much appreciation. 

I want to personally thank Travis Tomasie, Daniel Horner, 
Tyler Payne, Shane Coley, and Lee Dimaculangan, for spending 
their time to come out and teach us all to be better shooters. 
I also want to thank them for being the greatest instructors in 
the world and making my time there so enjoyable.

I think that this camp is the best program for young and 
old shooters to go to and learn a great deal of things that will 
help with their shooting for many years to come. I know it 

For Kids
By Kids

USAMU - MGM
JUnior CAMp
     2010
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sure helped me! I can’t wait until next year to return and see 
what else I can learn. The instructors were great and very kid-
friendly. Each one gave outstanding suggestions and advice 
that I will continue to use and improve on until I see them 
again. I’m really thankful for the enthusiasm and dedication 
of the AMU Action Pistol Shooting Team Instructors and 
for all of the sponsors and volunteers who gave so much of 
themselves to make the camp happen and be a great success. 
Thanks! 

Left: Kelly being trained by one of the AMU elite marksmen 
showing her excellent follow-up shot by absorbing the 
recoil from the GLOCK 17 9mm. Above: Kelly learned to 
tuck her non-shooting hand into her chest to improve her 
balance and accuracy.

Jake Denno (12):
I was very fortunate to have had the opportunity to attend 

the AMU/MGM Junior Shooter Camp held at Fort Benning, 
Georgia, for the second year in a row. This year, there were 
60-plus junior shooters ranging in experience from 17-year-
old Grand Master, Nicholas Neel, to 11-year-old, first-time 
attendee, Kyle Max. The principal sponsor for the Junior 
Shooter’s Camp was Mike Gibson Manufacturing, the maker 
of MGM Targets. The event was hosted by the world-famous 
United States Army Marksmanship Unit’s Action Shooting 

“I’m really thankful for the enthusiasm and dedication of the AMU Action Pistol Shooting Team Instructors 
and for all of the sponsors and volunteers who gave so much of themselves to make the camp happen and 
be a great success. Thanks! “ Kelly Max

Jake running up to the barricade with an AR.

Team, who provided most of the instruction throughout 
the event. Also making an appearance at the camp was Phil 
Strader from Strader Solutions, as well as representatives 
from Team GLOCK and Team Smith & Wesson. There were 
also many other sponsors who made this amazing event 
possible; so, to them, thank you!

The main purposes of the Junior Shooter Camp were to 
enhance the skills of the junior shooters and help to prepare 
them for competition. The AMU’s Action Shooting Team 
instructors were Travis Tomasie, Lee Dimaculangan, Daniel 
Horner, Shane Coley, and Tyler Payne, who provided daily 
clinics to teach advanced shooting skills.

Day One
Travis Tomasie taught us how to shoot single-handed 

properly and also helped us learn how to shoot well with both 
our strong and weak hand. The techniques we learned helped 
us with recoil management which significantly improved our 
shooting accuracy. 

Tyler Payne instructed us on how to hold a rifle properly and 

JUnior CAMp
     2010
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five-stage match, I realized that the techniques I had learned 
and practiced had significantly improved my performance 
during competition. 

After the match, Mr. and Mrs. Gibson gave away some really 
cool prizes that had been donated by the sponsors of the 
AMU/MGM Junior Shooter Camp. The prizes were awesome 
and included high quality equipment that the junior shooters 
could definitely use for future competitions. Thanks again to 
everyone who contributed to another outstanding camp!  

After saying our farewells to new and old friends, everybody 
started the long, boring, and depressing trip home. I am really 
looking forward to next year’s camp and also to my upcoming 
competitions. I believe that the USAMU/MGM Junior Shooter 
Camp is the greatest program there is for young shooters 
to learn, enhance their skills, make friends, and have an all-
around great time!    

Jessie Privett (14):
If it has ever crossed your mind to attend the AMU/

MGM junior camp, do it. Raise money, have a raffle, have 
a lemonade stand. Just do whatever it takes to get there. It 
has been one of the best shooting experiences I have ever 
had. The camaraderie between shooters and instructors was 
unmatched by anything else I have ever been involved in. 
There are not many junior shooters where I come from - most 
of the time I am the only one - and going to this camp, where I 
met 65 other kids who love competitive shooting just as much 
as I do, was a sort of haven. We could talk about our guns and 
not be looked at as if we were preparing for the apocalypse. 
It was fantastic. 

After driving 1,200 miles to get to Columbus, Georgia, 
my dad and I were both exhausted when we arrived at the 
hotel Thursday night. Everyone signed in and received their 
shooter’s bags that night, but the real fun didn’t start until 
the next day. At 6:15 most people were in the lobby getting 
breakfast, and by 7:00, Mike and Rhonda Gibson were holding 
the first of many raffles. The buses arrived promptly at 7:30 
to take us to Fort Benning; juniors loaded onto one bus and 
parents onto the other. That morning the bus was silent. No 
one knew each other. It was dark, and it was cold. 

When we arrived at Krilling Range, Sergeant Hampton 
gave the introductions, had us fill out paperwork, and then 
immediately dismissed the parents saying, “I don’t care where 
you go. You just can’t be here.” I thought this was great; our 
attention could be focused on what the instructors were 
saying rather than what our parents wanted us to do. 

After introductions, we were sent to our home squads of 
about ten. I was sent to Private Tyler Payne or “T-Payne,” as 
many called him. Our first station was with rifles. Private Payne 
taught us the proper positions for shooting off-hand, against 
a wall, through a port, resting on a barricade, kneeling, and 
prone. Once we all had a chance to practice each of these, 
we went head to head in a small competition against each 
other. We each had to hit two rifle flash targets twice in each 
position. The one to do this fastest won.

Next in our rotation was the Scholastic Steel Challenge with 
Doug Williams. We shot two stages with Smith & Wesson 
M&Ps and then shot two stages with one of three GLOCKs. 
We shot each of the stages three times, keeping the best of 
the scores. Our scores were posted the next day. I finished as 
high as 16th on one of the stages. It was terrific to be able to 
shoot and compare two different platforms that I had never 
been able to utilize before. Smith & Wesson and GLOCK are 
great sponsors of the AMU/MGM Junior Shooter’s Camp, and 
it was a privilege to be able to use their guns.

    After the Scholastic Steel Challenge, we went to lunch. 
It was fun to talk with other shooters about the upcoming 
stations, the stations we had already been to, and our general 
experiences so far. The upcoming post was working on draws 
and starting positions with Private First Class Shane Cooley. 
There was a lot of focus on consistency when starting and 
knowing exactly what you’re going to do. This was the first 

how to shoot it from both the standing and kneeling positions 
while bracing the weapon on a barricade. These techniques 
helped teach us how to stabilize the rifle so we could get a 
good sight picture. 

We closed out the first day by getting an introduction to 
the Scholastic Steel Challenge (SSC). Members from the SSC 
program, Team GLOCK, and Team Smith & Wesson introduced 
us to the stages, helped teach us the best way to shoot the 
stages, and then had us actually shoot each stage. 

After a long day of shooting, we packed up and headed back 
to the hotel for some much needed rest and relaxation. 

Day Two
Just like the first day, the buses came to pick us up the 

second morning at 7:30 a.m. to take us to the AMU range at 
Fort Benning. 

Our first lesson began with Shane Coley teaching us the 
proper way to draw our pistols and conduct speed reloads. 
These techniques helped us minimize the time it takes to 
draw properly and fire our firearms, as well as the time it 
takes to reload. 

Daniel Horner taught us how to move in and out of shooting 
boxes and positions properly. This was really important to me 
because prior to camp I had often been too aggressive when 
entering a shooting position and was not always bringing my 
gun up fast enough. 

We finished out the day with Lee Dimaculangan teaching us 
how to shoot long-distance targets effectively. He also taught 
us how to get into several different shooting positions to gain 
more stability when engaging long-range targets.  

Day Three
On the third and final day of camp, we shot a five-stage 

match that forced us to utilize everything we had learned 
over the last two days. We shot a long-range accuracy stage, 
a rifle stage, a shoot house stage, a strong/weak-hand stage, 
and a running-and-gunning stage. As a result of shooting the 

Jake shooting a Kimber 1911.

One of the girl juniors with a custom pink GLOCK.
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Jessie Privett shooting her FNH FNX-9.

provided by the Army Marksmanship Unit. The stages were 
just for fun and were not scored. After the match was over 
and we had cleaned up the stages, we had one final raffle. 
This was the raffle where they gave away the biggest of the 
prizes. The very first name that was called was mine! I won 
a $250 gift certificate from Safariland. The rest of the names 
were drawn, and everyone won at least one thing like all of the 
other raffles. There was one more presentation, and then we 
were free to go. I doubt many people wanted to leave. Shortly 
after I had said my goodbyes and gotten contact information, 
my dad and I left for home. I was going to miss these people I 
knew, and I was already looking forward to next year. 

     I couldn’t have made it to the AMU/MGM Junior 
Shooter’s Camp this year without the help of many people. 
My local gun club, Border Sport Shooters in Muleshoe, Texas, 
donated a Springfield XD subcompact 9mm and raffle tickets 
to help me pay to get to camp. Charlie Corn of the Roswell 
Police Department and Pat Milshouski sold many tickets for 
me. Pat also petitioned Zia Rifle and Gun Club for a donation. 
Zia sent a check for $500 within the month. The camp would 
not be possible, though, without all the guys on the Army 
Marksmanship Unit and Mike and Rhonda Gibson from Mike 
Gibson Manufacturing who are so willing to donate their time 
and expertise to junior shooters. Junior Shooters Magazine 
has very graciously sent me a FNH FNX-9 to use until after the 
Rocky Mountain 3-Gun in 2011. I am very blessed to have so 
many people looking out for me, and I wouldn’t be able to do 
any of this without them.

chance I got to shoot the FNH FNX-9 at the camp. I had only 
briefly shot it prior to camp and was still unsure about it. 
Shooting it that day erased my doubts completely. Besides 
the double-action first shot, which I had very little experience 
with, I had no issues whatsoever, even when I filled it full of 
sand while shooting prone with Specialist Lee Dimaculangan 
the next day. 

At the end of the day, all of the campers loaded back onto 
the bus to go to the hotel. The bus ride up and the bus ride 
back could not have been more different. We had all gotten 
more acquainted throughout the day. Everyone was talking 
and laughing, having a great time. Even a water bottle fight 
ensued. 

That night my dad and I went to dinner with several of 
the shooters and their families. It was easy to make friends 
there because we all had so much in common. Back at the 
hotel everyone was in their room by 10:00, but I was so tired 
I went to bed at 9:15. The next day Specialist Dimaculangan 
taught us the proper ways to shoot pistol while standing, 
kneeling, crouching, and lying down. We practiced these 
from distances of 15, 30, and 50 yards. The hardest for me 
was by far shooting prone. I couldn’t seem to get flat enough. 
Lee worked with me until I could, though, and I succeeded 
in hitting the target almost every shot at 50 yards. Next was 
working on transitions and movement with Specialist Daniel 
Horner. I found this to be some of the most helpful instruction 
because a lot of time can be made up in moving quickly and 
efficiently, not shooting too fast as I so often do. 

The last station of the day was working grip and strong 
hand/weak hand shooting with Sergeant Travis Tomasie. 
Shooting weak hand is probably one of the hardest ways to 
shoot, but by leaning into the gun and getting a good stance, 
it’s really not too difficult. After we finished shooting, the 
squad was to pick up all the brass at their bay. Needless to say, 
with 66 shooters at almost 100 rounds of ammunition apiece, 
there was a lot of brass. Everyone helped, though, and we got 
it cleaned up in no time. The squad I was in was awesome. 
Everyone worked, we all got along, and became good friends.

That night Phil Strader gave a class on setting goals and 
obtaining them. I’ve never really been good at setting goals 
and had never really thought about how this was affecting 
my shooting. That night I set two goals. One was to become 
more consistent. I’ve often shot a great stage, then messed 
up in the next, then shot okay in the one after that. It was 
very frustrating, but I never made the decision to fix it. The 
second goal I set was to win a frame and slide at the Texas 
State Limited competition in Breckenridge, Texas. By writing 
my goals down, I can be held accountable to obtaining these 
goals. I am given incentive to achieve them. 

Sunday morning after breakfast, the last day in Georgia for 
me, the raffle was held again. My name was the very last one 
called, and I won a new pair of shooting glasses, the very thing 
I was hoping for. Afterwards, I loaded on the bus for the last 
time to go to Fort Benning. That day we participated in a small 
five-stage match. One of the stages was shot using an AR-15 

Jessie (front row right) with her group.
Editor’s Note: For the past three years, the USAMU/MGM 

Junior Shooter’s Camp at Fort Benning, Georgia, has earned 
a reputation of  providing juniors with the best training. This 
year MGM has decided to provide a Junior Shooter’s Camp 
to the shooters of the West!  The MGM Junior Shooter’s 
Camp will take place in Parma, Idaho, on July 22-24th. We 
have an outstanding group of instructors: Max Michel, Phil 
Strader, Manny Bragg, B.J. Norris, Randi Rogers, and doing 
a rifle stage, Matt Burkett. We are so pleased that many of 
these instructors have asked to be a part of this camp, and 
we are very grateful for both their enthusiasm and the time 
they are donating!   The cost of this camp for three days of 
instruction and lodging is only $260. During this three-day 
camp, the juniors will cover all aspects of shooting: reloads, 
sight alignment, moving while shooting, and countless other 
skills!  There will be a limit of 60 kids. 

The camp is the weekend before the MGM Targets Grand 
Nationals Man on Man Shoot Off (modeled after the “American 
Handgunner World Shoot Off”) www.mgmtargets-grandnats.
com. This will be a great vacation for families who enjoy 
shooting!  To learn more about the MGM Junior Shooter’s 
Camp and the instructors, check out the camp’s website at 
www.juniorshootercamp.org and visit us on facebook at  
www.MGMJuniorShootersCamp.com.
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Trials and Tribulations of
USA Shooting

By: Staff Sergeant Ryan Hadden
Growing up in Pendleton, Oregon, and having been exposed 

to firearms at an early age, it wasn’t a surprise that shooting 
would end up being a large portion of my life. I began 
competitively shooting American Trap through the Amateur 
Trap Association (ATA) when I was 12 years old.  Given my 
natural aptitude for the sport, it was easy to land a spot 
amongst the top ATA shooters and remain there with minimal 
training. The world of Men’s International Trap, Men’s Double 
Trap, and Men’s Skeet is a different animal. I wish I could say 
that when you start shooting the international events it will 
only take a year or two to become competitive, but that is not 
the reality.  There is no set time period that dictates when a 
shooter is supposed to reach the height of the sport—I have 
seen people compete at a high level in only a few years and 
others in 14 years.  That is a big reason why there are a lot 
of people who come and go, and tend to do so quickly. The 
international game is a very humbling experience. 

There is one thing that these athletes have in common—
sacrifice. When you look at an international shooter who is 
dominant and competitive at a national and world level, you 
are looking at a person who has sacrificed a lot of things, 
including family, friends, and money.  Once they commit, they 
have no choice but to place the majority of their everyday 
life on the back burner and dedicate an astronomical amount 
of time, energy, and knowledge to the sport.  We do this to 
achieve not only the high level of competitiveness, but to 
ultimately earn an Olympic medal. 

Personally, my path to shooting world-class scores has 
taken longer than the average international medalist from 
the United States.  I started shooting the Olympic discipline 
of Men’s Trap in May of 1998 and didn’t win my first National 
Championship until 2005. I finally broke through on the world 
stage in 2009, winning my first World Cup gold medal in Cairo, 
Egypt, followed by a second gold in San Marino only a month 
later. That is 11 years of grueling training, day-in and day-out, 
to become a world-level competitor. 

How did I do it?  Well, I will start by crediting a great 
support group. I have a wonderful family, great friends, and 
teammates.  Surround yourself with positive influences. If you 
are around people who are negative, then you tend to think 
and believe that way.  In order to go out on the field and beat 
the best in the world, you have to believe you are the best 
in the world. Dan Vitchoff, the mental trainer for many U.S. 
Army Marksmanship Unit athletes, refers to it as “possessing 
unshakable confidence.” You don’t get that by being negative. 
You have to be prepared to sacrifice things you want to do 
in order to get to the top of the charts and the podium.  You 
have to assume that your adversary is practicing right now.  
You have to push when you don’t want to. You have to train 
when you don’t want to, and you have to overcome the 
mental blocks when quitting early or taking a day off seems so 
much easier. Nobody is going to hand you anything.  You have 
to want it, earn it, and go take it. Dedication and commitment 
are critical to becoming an elite athlete. 

Fitness has been a huge factor in my success. You may 
laugh because shooting is not a physically demanding sport, 
but I believe that a healthy body leads to a healthy mind, and 
it is widely accepted that shooting is a mentally demanding 
sport. When you are out-of-shape, poor fitness hinders your 
attitude with a low self-esteem and low performance. Again, 
you need confidence. 

One common factor that I notice about many successful 
shooters is that they participate in as many matches as they 
can to feel the pressure of competition or they train with 
other top-level athletes. The best case scenario is to do both, 

but if shooting an abundance of matches is not feasible, it is 
good to train with other top-level athletes rather than solo. I 
prefer this because it allows athletes to push each other. Let’s 
be honest: If you can’t handle getting beat, you better hang 
the gun up and pick a different profession because the next 
level requires sportsmanship.  You have to accept the losses 
with the wins. 

A big key is coaching. Don’t ever think that you have shot 
long enough or won enough that you think you don’t need 
a quality coach.  Also, don’t limit yourself to one person. I 
think everyone has something to offer. But be careful because 
some coaches or self-proclaimed experts believe that their 
method is the only way. In my personal opinion, a good coach 
is someone who takes your style and tweaks it a bit to suit 
the shooter.  If you look at the overall spectrum of shooting 
athletes, nobody shoots the exact same style. So make sure 
that you use a reputable source when deciding who to work 
with. 

Just like coaching, equipment is a factor that you can choose 
yourself. Don’t talk to one person, run out, and buy the first 
shotgun you see. Talk to other shooters, shop around, try out 
a few models, and then decide what you like best. The three 
most common shotguns to choose from are: Perazzi, Beretta, 
and Krieghoff. Although new to the International scene, 
Krieghoff has joined the ranks with some elite shooters. It has 
always worked for me, and Krieghoff has played a major role 
in getting me where I am today and in obtaining my medal 
accomplishments nationally and internationally. They all have 
different models and variations that can be set up to fit your 
build or style. Yes, these run a little more than your average 
run-of-the-mill firearm. Then again if you were to purchase 
one, you would more than likely be able to give it to your 
grandchildren. These three companies produce a good quality 
product that will last a lifetime.       

The best thing for a person to do is to get involved in an 
organization that will help you obtain your goals. In the earlier 
stages of the game, you might want to get involved with some 
groups such as 4-H programs, college shotgun programs, or 
the NSSF (National Shooting Sports Foundation).  Later on, 
you can join and shoot for USA Shooting.  

Another option, and the route that I chose, is the U.S. Army 
and the United States Army Marksmanship Unit (USAMU).  It 
has been a huge contributing factor developing my shooting 
career.  Everything I have previously discussed, the Army has 
provided for me. It is a place for my family and a place that 
I call home.  It has surrounded me with outstanding friends 
and colleagues, who I also call soldiers and teammates. The 
USAMU is a first-rate organization that provides the means 
for soldiers to be the best shooters in the world in whatever 
discipline of shooting that they decide to do. The U.S. Army 
provides physical and sports psychologists to augment my 
training.  The U.S. Army also provides all the amenities of 
fitness programs and outstanding facilities. These are just a 
few of the many things necessary to become a world-class 
shooter. I think Lieutenant General Freakley said it best: “The 
Army teaches you excellence, responsibility, and leadership.”  
Everything you need to be the best in the world or anything 
you aspire to.  
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CZ 452 Scout Rifle
By: Casey Lutz  (12)

Shooting is a big part of what our family does, and it is 
one of my favorite things to do. When I was offered the 
opportunity to test a new youth-size, bolt-action rifle, I 
jumped at the chance. 

When my dad brought home the gun, a CZ 452 Scout, 
chambered in 22 long rifle, I was excited to see that the 
gun was pink!  My first thought was, “Finally, a cool gun for 
a girl!” It’s nice to see that companies like CZ make guns 
specifically for young women shooters. The second thing 
I noticed was the gun was small and compact and was 
designed to fit kids. CZ specs the gun out on its website 
at about 33 inches long, weighing about 5 pounds, with 
a 16-inch barrel. The gun has an 11-inch length of pull, 
which should fit small shooters very well.  In doing some 
research for the article, I found out that CZ also makes 
the 452 Scout with a traditional beachwood stock if pink 
is not your color. 

During shooting, the trigger pull on the test gun was 
very crisp, with just a little creep in the beginning of the 
trigger pull. My dad and I measured the weight-of-pull 
with a Lyman trigger pull gauge. The trigger pull averaged 
about 4 pounds 8 ounces and was very easy to get used 
to. CZ states the trigger pull on the gun is adjustable, but 
our test gun had a great trigger right out of the box.

I had the first chance to test the Scout on New Year’s 
Eve at the Gem County Rod and Gun Range. When we 
arrived, it was very cold. The thermometer in the car said 
it was 10 degrees, and my dad and I were freezing! It was 

very cloudy with snow on the ground. At least it was not 
snowing. A set of coveralls, a couple of jackets, and a hat, 
and we were ready to shoot.

The gun was very easy to load. Our test gun came with 
what looked like a detachable magazine but was actually 
a single-round loading device. Once we had targets up 
and eye and ear protection in place, I placed a round 
on the adapter and closed the bolt. I have shot several 
other bolt-action .22 rifles, and one thing that was 
different about the Scout was you did not have to insert 
the round directly into the chamber. You could place the 
round on the adapter, and when you closed the bolt, the 
round loaded into the chamber every time. The gun is 
also equipped with a manual safety that CZ states blocks 
the firing pin. The safety lever is located on the right side 
rear of the bolt and was easy to operate. When in the fire 
position, a red dot is visible on the right side rear of the 
receiver, which provided a great reminder to ensure the 
safety was placed on when I was done shooting.

In shooting over 300 rounds over two days, I had no 
problems loading, shooting, extracting, or ejecting any 
rounds. I did have one misfire, but we blamed this on our 
old ammunition and not the gun. Overall, I thought the 
gun was extremely reliable and easy to shoot. I noticed 
that CZ offers 5- and 10-round magazines for this rifle. At 
times, I was shooting as fast as I could load, and it’s good 
to know that bigger 10-round magazines are available if 
you want them.  

Casey with the CZ Scout and the ammunition 
used for testing.

For Kids
By Kids
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During our first trip to the range, I sighted the gun in at 
25 yards. The gun is equipped with simple iron sights. The 
front sight is a tall blade covered with a hood, and the 
rear buckhorn-style sight is adjustable by hand. The gun 
is also equipped with a grooved receiver should you want 
to mount a scope. We stuck with the iron sights. Once 
on paper, I shot groups with Western T22 and Federal 
Automatch ammo. Group sizes averaged 2” at 25 yards. 
After shooting some targets, I got bored and wanted to 
see what else this gun could do. My dad jumped in and 
shot a mini MGM auto popper at 50 yards. I moved on to 
a rectangular steel gong, about 1-foot x 2-feet big, that 
was hung at about 125 yards. After figuring out where to 
hold, I was able to hit the gong 10 times in 50 shots. This 
little gun is very accurate and really fun to shoot.  

A week later we returned to the range to shoot some 
more. I moved the target in to 15 yards and shot 10 shot 
groups with five different brands of ammo. We shot some 
more Western T22 and Federal Automatch, as well as 
Eley Target Rifle, Eley Sport, and Lapua Scoremax. Groups 
were very consistent and averaged an inch or less for 10 
shots. My dad got in on the fun, and, between the two of 
us, we shot another couple of hundred rounds. Our best 
group shot with Eley Target Rifle ammo measured under 
4/10 of an inch for nine shots. A called flyer opened the 
group to slightly under an inch. This was very impressive 
for this kid-sized gun. 

Check out the CZ website for more info on the 452 
Scout. The gun is extremely accurate, reliable, and fun to 
shoot. The single-shot adapter makes this a good choice 
for new shooters. If you are in the market for a youth-size 
bolt-action, especially in pink, you can’t go wrong with 
the Scout.

CZ: www.cz-usa.com

Top: “I placed a round on the adapter and closed the 
bolt. I have shot several other bolt-action .22 rifles, and 
one thing that was different about the Scout was you did 
not have to insert the round directly into the chamber. 
You could place the round on the adapter, and when you 
closed the bolt, the round loaded into the chamber every 
time.”
Bottom: Casey focusing on her bench shooting to achieve 
the best group sizes possible.

q 
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By: Terry Bowers

Below: 20” Krieger barrel,  free-floating, with ATI.

Above: 28” Krieger 1:7.7 twist Krieger barrel used in custom, long-range modern sporting rifle, AR-15, with LAR Manufacturing 
- www.largrizzly.com receiver and a Cavalry Arms lower.
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Krieger barrels are well known among high-power shooters 
for their superior accuracy, unusual rates of twist (1:7.7), and 
Krieger’s top-of-the-line workmanship. There is good reason 
for this. Even the selection of the steel that will go into their 
finished barrels speaks loudly of their commitment to an 
excellent product. Their single-point rifling cutting process 
ensures that no milling stress is put on the barrel, removing 
only a millionth of an inch with each pass. The barrels are 
lapped after reaming and again after rifling. This, some say, is 
not necessary. However, this may explain why Krieger barrels 
shoot so well. It also may explain something I have found: 
That while barrel break-in is still important, Krieger barrels 
shoot great right out of the box. I have found that some 
barrels shoot better after a couple hundred rounds. Accuracy, 
but more importantly consistency, improves and increases. 
This phenomenon I have not experienced with Krieger. 

When I was asked to build what I thought would be the 
ultimate MGM Ironman 3-Gun rifle, I, of course, thought of 
the long-range shots for which the Ironman is famous for. 
I also had to consider the multi-close stages. As with any 
multi-purpose tool, one must consider all options. If you 
want speed, a shorter barrel is preferred. However, greater 
accuracy and a more flexible multi-use barrel is what I had in 
mind. My choice was a longer barrel. 

I chose a 20” AR-15 Krieger 1:7.7 twist barrel for my MGM 
Ironman 3-Gun rifle. I chose this rate of twist for two reasons: 
First, because I wanted to use the Sierra 69-grain match 
bullet throughout the course of fire, and because this is the 
bullet I shoot in NRA Service Rifle matches. This gave me the 
advantage of a multi-purpose barrel and common ballistics 
that I already knew. 

I put this barrel on an LAR Grizzly OPS-4 upper. I will have 
much more to say about this unique upper in other articles. 
This upper receiver deserves a full article, and that is coming. 
Let me say that I picked it for the OPS-4 unique bolt-carrier 
design that allows the option of right or left-handed charging.  
All of this on top of my Cavalry Arms lower with the Brownells’ 
lower parts kit.

I also used an ATI AR-15 rifle-length, free-floated forend 
with the combo rail package. I have installed a fair amount 
of forends, and I really liked this one. With this forend and 
the rail package of six 4” aluminum picatinny rails and two 
12” rails, the user can choose a variety of mounting options. 
This came in really handy during the shoot house stage in the 
MGM. 

My plan was to build the ultimate 3-Gun rifle, but I had other 
things in mind for this great barrel as well, like the NRA Service 
Rifle event, NRA Match Rifle event, and varmint hunting, to 
name a few. We are very fortunate in our area to have great 
ground squirrel hunting. I have, on one of my friend’s ranches, 
shot these destructive pests for hours. Often my plan begins 

Above: My completed custom rifle for 3-Gun and hunting 
has all the accuracy you need thanks to Krieger’s 20” 
1:7.7 barrel. Swarovski Z6I scope mounted on a Warne 
scope mount and custom painted Cavalry Arms lower.

Left: A LAR Manufacturing OPS-4 receiver, Warne scope 
mount, and Valdada scope were used with the 28” 1:7.7 
twist barrel.

Bottom right: A sub MOA 5-shot group of less than 0.5” 
was achieved with shots number 20-25 out of the Krieger  
28” 1:7.7 twist .223 barrel used for long range after 
breaking it in. That is phenomenal accuracy.

with a rimfire rifle, but as the larger and more wary animals 
are chosen as targets, a .223 or 5.56 rifle becomes essential. 
Many of these shots are at 200 to 400 yards, some as far as 
500+. 

Now, let me say right up front that the concept is mine, 
and so this means that “ultimate” is my opinion based on my 
experience. 

My choice of a 20” barrel was multipurpose. I wanted a 
barrel that I could shoot in a service rifle match, and I was 
willing to sacrifice some of the inconvenience of a longer 
barrel during my 3-Gun competitions. I found that this was 
the ultimate barrel for me.

Krieger can produce anything you might want in a barrel. 

The second barrel we received for testing was a 28” fluted 
AR barrel in 5.56 match chamber. Both barrels have the satin, 
bead-blasted finish which gives the barrels a matte silver-gray 
look. At the time of this writing, the second barrel is being put 
on another Grizzly Arms OPS-4 receiver. I am sure that this will 
be a great long-range shooter. Maybe we will go after some of 
those long-range ground squirrels at my friend’s ranch.

In addition to the great barrels Krieger makes, they have 
a website full of helpful information. I especially like how 
they address the NATO, SAMMI .223 reloading issue. This is 
something I will not try to reprint here, so here is the link. 
Check it out for yourself. http://www.kriegerbarrels.com/
Proper_Reloading_Practices-c1246-wp7875.htm 

Also on the website, I like the explanation about barrel 
break-in. Here you will not only learn a great deal about 
the reason and procedure for barrel break-in, but also how 
to better choose between all of their fantastic options like 
stainless or chromoly barrels.

I have to say BRAVO to Krieger; they are true-to-form 
shooters and fantastic professionals. Thank you, Krieger. 
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Steel Challenge 2010
By: Ashley Bolda (15) aka “Shooter”
Photos by: Yamil Sued

“What is your favorite competition every year?” I’m asked 
this a lot at competitions while being interviewed. Well, the 
answer to that is the Steel Challenge!  (The Steel Challenge 
World Speed Shooting Championship is held every year in 
Lake Piru, California, in August.)  The Steel Challenge is my 
favorite shooting competition because I get to see all of my 
friends and family for this match. Not only that, but it’s one 
of the biggest shoots of the year. So, the adrenaline rush I get 
from competing in this match is like no other!

Since I hadn’t shot since spring break, I was very rough and 
had to find my “comfy spot” again. Being in practice with 
Uncle Mike and Alicia (Alicia Setting) made me realize three 
things: 1) I should dry fire at home as much as possible; 2) 
Practice is hard work when you haven’t shot for a long time; 
and 3) my little cousin beating me!! (And I’m so proud of her!)  
Practice was tiring, but it didn’t stop me from working hard. 
From the first day of practice to the last, I was really able to 
work on my draws, stance, and getting my mind up to par. 
Although things would have been a lot easier (and faster) if 
I were to dry fire at home, I still had a good time. We shot 
all of the stages just like a match, either once or twice a day 
during our practices. Each stage is five targets, four scattered 
and one in the middle. Timing is started by a single beep and 
stopped after hitting all five plates. There is a plate called the 
“stop plate.” When it’s hit, it stops your time. But once you hit 
the stop plate, you can’t go back and re-shoot a plate if you 
missed one. 

After practices came the match. I wanted to just have fun 
and let all the stress from practice out. I was ready to see my 
shooting family again and ready to do the best I could. We 
got to the range and practiced our first stage before we went 
to do the actual competition. I saw a lot of familiar faces and 
some new. This year I met Jason and Jenna Arellano. They 
were both very young shooters but great shooters!  It was 

a pleasure meeting them, and I got to add two amazing kids 
along with their family to my shooting family!  Gunner, my 
little brother, was able to come again and watch. It was great 
to get the support, and I had a lot of fun. I was in contact 
with my dad, who did not make it to this match, to keep him 
updated on how I was doing. 

The first part of the match was the .22 rimfire.  My greatest 
strength with the .22 is having the gun in my hand when I 
start rather than from a holster. I had a lot of fun shooting it 

Ashley showing excellent recovery and shooting 
form after one of her shots with her 9mm.

Ashley with her Tactical Solutions’ Trail-Lite (built 
on a Browning Buckmark) .22 LR and C-MORE 
red dot.

For Kids
By Kids
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because I shot it with my cousins, Alicia and Mica Setting. The 
next day was the 9mm. My greatest strength with the 9mm is 
the recoil. I like the recoil because it makes me feel sure of my 
shot for some reason. My biggest weakness is the draw from 
the holster. I’m never 100% sure if I’ll have the right grip, but 
that’s why dry firing at home is so good for you!

I am not normally a very competitive person, but shooting 
always brings the competitive side out of me. I’m not as 
competitive against others as I am with myself. I’m always 
trying to beat my last year’s scores. I love shooting, and I 
love this match in particular!  Thank you so much to all my 
sponsors: Lapua, Vihtavuori, Safariland, Tactical Solutions, 
Norco Junior Academy, JV Dynamics, Hawk Tech Arms, Ruger, 
Bar-Sto Precision Machinery, Allchin Gun Parts, C-MORE, and 
SureFire!  I’d also like to thank my mom and dad for always 
supporting me 100% in this sport. And, of course, my Uncle 
Mike for doing all that he does for me, as well as for so many 
other junior shooters!  I love you all so much for everything 
you’ve done to help me in this sport. 

Ashley shooting 12” plates on one of the stages 
at Steel Challenge.

By the way, this year’s Steel Challenge is August 17–21, 
2011 at Wes Thompsons’ Range in Lake Piru, CA. I hope you’ll 
come out and see me and so many great shooters and, most 
of all, all the wonderful people!

www.steelchallenge.com
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By: Glenn Sapir, NSSF, Director, Editorial Services

Your first shooting experience, along with just a parent or 
other adult, is about as relaxed as it is going to get.  Dad may 
have set up some cans in front of a safe background, and you 
settled into your shooting position for some plinking, just to 
see how everything feels.

Conditions like that, however, don’t always present 
themselves, for not everyone has the luxury of land.  
Furthermore, often, more controlled conditions, with 
measured shooting distances and targets more detailed than 
a Campbell’s soup can, are what you need. That’s when a 
shooting range can serve as the ideal training ground. There, 
however, you won’t have the place to yourself.  You’ll be sharing 
space with other shooters, and you want to make sure the 
experience is a safe and enjoyable one for everybody at the 
range. Safety for all of those who may be at the range is always 
the most important consideration. Going to a range for the 
first time can be an intimidating experience, simply because 
the shooter has 
never been there 
before and may not 
know what to expect 
and know what is 
expected of him or 
her.

An understandable 
anxiety may arise 
from the unknown, 
but now the 
unknown has been 
addressed through a 
new video from the 
National Shooting 
Sports Foundation. 
Introduction to Range 
Safety and Etiquette 
has been produced by 
the trade association 
for the hunting and 
shooting sports, firearms and ammunition 
industry. You can view this video and a 
host of other great shooting tips on NSSF’s 
YouTube Channel, www.youtube.com/
thenssf.

In Introduction to Range Safety and 
Etiquette, Barry and Cynthia Laws, owners 
of Open Range Indoor Shooting Range, in 
Crestwood, Kentucky, serve as instructors 
to the audience.  Though Barry Laws carries 
much of the workload and is responsible 
for the bulk of the dialogue, the fact that 
both genders are represented as experts 
gives all viewers an easier time relating to 
a role model and instructor.

In the video of less than nine minutes 
in length, the Laws address the safety 
considerations and etiquette of the range, 
and it becomes obvious that the etiquette 
discussed here is safety related.

“Always walk around someone else’s equipment; never step 
over it,” Barry Laws states. This is not only a polite gesture, 
but a safe one.

Laws opens by emphasizing three basic range-safety 
principles: Always point the firearm in a safe direction; always 
keep your finger off the trigger until you wish to shoot; and 
always keep your firearm unloaded until you are ready to use 
it.

What may be surprising to the novice to the range, and 
perhaps even to the more experienced shooter, is that 
everyone at the shooting line is a safety officer, in that they 
have the authority—and the responsibility—to yell “Cease 
fire” whenever they think it is necessary to protect the safety 
of any or all shooters.

For example, if a shooter drops a round of ammunition that 
falls to the floor and rolls ahead of the shooting line, and that 
shooter leans down and forward over the line to retrieve that 
round, any shooter should attempt to halt shooting on the 
line.  Such a scenario is clearly depicted in the video.

“Introduction to Range Safety and 
Etiquette” can familiarize you and 
your family with important shooting 
facility rules of the road long before 
you ever get there.

The video from the National 
Shooting Sports Foundation 
emphasizes that there are no 
exceptions: Everyone must wear 
adequate eye and ear protection.

‘Introduction to Range Safety and 
Etiquette’ states this important rule 
right on the screen: Always keep 
your finger off the trigger until you 
are ready to shoot.

A Video on
“Range Safety and Etiquette”

Learn the rules of the road before you ever get to a shooting facility.
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Finding a range that will meet the needs of the shooter 
and that is conveniently located is a challenge that is met 
head-on with the customized search features available 
at wheretoshoot.org, the website developed by the 
National Shooting Sports Foundation.  Another way to 
get to this helpful site is by going to NSSF’s homepage, 
nssf.org, then clicking on “Shooting” and then on “Find a 
Range.”  There, shooters can do searches for any state or 
province, setting parameters to meet their specific needs, 
and be given a list of shooting facilities that meet the 
criterion requested.  This search is simple, fast, and free. 

Online Range Locator
Provided by NSSF


